Structure-property relationships of curved aromatic materials from first principles.
CONSPECTUS: Considerable effort in the past decade has been extended toward achieving computationally affordable theoretical methods for accurate prediction of the structure and properties of materials. Theoretical predictions of solids began decades ago, but only recently have solid-state quantum techniques become sufficiently reliable to be routinely chosen for investigation of solids as quantum chemistry techniques are for isolated molecules. Of great interest are ab initio predictive theories for solids that can provide atomic scale insights into properties of bulk materials, interfaces, and nanostructures. Adaption of the quantum chemical framework is challenging in that no single theory exists that provides prediction of all observables for every material type. However, through a combination of interdisciplinary efforts, a richly textured and substantive portfolio of methods is developing, which promise quantitative predictions of materials and device properties as well as associated performance analysis. Particularly relevant for device applications are organic semiconductors (OSC), with electrical conductivity between that of insulators and that of metals. Semiconducting small molecules, such as aromatic hydrocarbons, tend to have high polarizabilities, small band-gaps, and delocalized π electrons that support mobile charge carriers. Most importantly, the special nature of optical excitations in the form of a bound electron-hole pairs (excitons) holds significant promise for use in devices, such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic photovoltaics (OPVs), and molecular nanojunctions. Added morphological features, such as curvature in aromatic hydrocarbon structure, can further confine the electronic states in one or more directions leading to additional physical phenomena in materials. Such structures offer exploration of a wealth of phenomenology as a function of their environment, particularly due to the ability to tune their electronic character through functionalization. This Account offers discussion of current state-of-the-art electronic structure approaches for prediction of structural, electronic, optical, and transport properties of materials, with illustration of these capabilities from a series of investigations involving curved aromatic materials. The class of curved aromatic materials offers the ability to investigate methodology across a wide range of materials complexity, including (a) molecules, (b) molecular crystals, (c) molecular adsorbates on metal surfaces, and (d) molecular nanojunctions. A reliable pallet of theoretical tools for such a wide array relies on expertise spanning multiple fields. Working together with experimental experts, advancements in the fundamental understanding of structural and dynamical properties are enabling focused design of functional materials. Most importantly, these studies provide an opportunity to compare experimental and theoretical capabilities and open the way for continual improvement of these capabilities.